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Customized Medical Affairs

ADVANCING HEALTHCARE WITH SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY
[SUBTITLE] Synthesizing scientific data and strategic healthcare communications to
improve patient care

[CTA: Learn More]

Your Science, Our Solutions
You’ve developed an industry-leading innovation, but that’s just the beginning. We take your
scientific evidence and develop a narrative that will demonstrate the value of your product to key
stakeholders. We then create tactical strategies to efficiently share that message so you can
build a foundation of credibility and enthusiasm, ensuring its success.

Results Matter
[SUBTITLE] Your innovation has a success story to share. We’re passionate about creating
solutions that maximize the impact of your data, facilitate market success, and communicate the
value that you and your organization represent for patient outcomes, compliance, and building
credibility among HCPs and medical societies and organizations.

[ROW OF BRANDED INFOGRAPHICS]



Services
Medical Affairs Strategy & Market Research
Bring your innovation to life when BEspoke Medical Affairs develops a full spectrum of
comprehensive medical and clinical strategies designed to get your product from start-up to
market adoption.

● Medical Strategy and Scientific Platform Development
● KOL and Stakeholder Mapping and Engagement
● Medical Education and Communication Strategies

Medical Affairs Program Execution & Project Management
Move mountains with BEspoke’s program execution and project management solutions. When
you consult with BEspoke, you’ve got the power of a full-service Medical Affairs consulting
agency on your team. Our goal is to ensure that you have the level of service you need to
achieve your goal of improving patient outcomes.

As a Medical Affairs consulting agency,

Our goal is to give you the exact level of support you need to reach your goals.

We offer

● Fractional Medical Affairs Consulting
● Medical Education Programming
● Congress Planning and Execution
● Advisory Board Meetings
● Content Development
● Project Management

Organizational & Leadership Development for Medical Affairs,
Commercial Leaders & HCPs
Developing a Medical Affairs organization can be a huge burden for busy leaders. With
BEspoke’s customized strategies, you’ll have a smoothly running organization with the added
benefit of making you and your department shine with excellence.



● Medical Affairs Organizational Development
● Medical Affairs Training & Onboarding
● Executive Presence Coaching: Speaking and Presentation Skills
● Medical Affairs Strategies & Operations Planning
● Content Development Training for Executive, Commercial Leaders, and HCPs
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About
BEspoke Medical Affairs Solutions, LLC has over three decades of medical affairs and industry
experience in healthcare, biotechnology, diagnostics, and medical devices. We have a passion for
helping companies with best-in-class technologies overcome hurdles to approval,
commercialization, and adoption through customized clinical, medical affairs, and communications
support.

We offer an evidence-based, full-service, and customized approach to scientific platform
development, research and publications, and creative HCP engagement and education.

[CTA: Learn More]

[SUBHEADER] Working With Us

[HEADER] What Sets Us Apart

Industry Insiders
We know your business and will support you at every step with the personal attention of
partner-led teams and seasoned industry executives. With over 30+ years of combined
experience, we’ve got the connections and resources it takes to share your discovery with the
world.

Agile Problem Solvers
We pride ourselves on our lean approach to solving your most pressing issues. We can support
your existing team, or we can do the heavy lifting for you while you build a Medical Affairs team.
With flexibility and passion, we find ways to do the impossible.

Customized Strategies
Every innovation has unique needs, and BEspoke will never give you a cookie-cutter solution.
We deliver strategies that are specific to your organization and product goals and designed for
easy implementation.

We Value YOU
We know that Medical Affairs is the unsung hero of every biotech and medical device firm.
You’re the crucial bridge between R&D and commercial, constantly communicating with
clinicians, KOLs, and HCPs. We see your value and are passionate about supporting your hard
work.



Data-Driven Results
Evidence-based, scientifically validated data is the foundation of every successful product on
the market. We know what to measure along the journey to maintain data integrity while building
credibility.

We Make You Look Good
Enjoy the prestige and respect of KOLs and peers for operating a respected, dynamic, and
successful team of professionals that are passionate about making a difference with your
company’s discoveries.
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Contact

Your BEspoke Solution
Whatever your needs may be, BEspoke Medical Affairs will create a highly effective strategy
that addresses your specific goals and requirements.

We offer three levels of support:
Full Service

Collaborative
As-You-Need-It

Precision | Integrity | Passion

These values drive everything we do.

Contact us today to learn more about how we work and how we can help you demonstrate the
value of your scientific evidence.
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